
Finally! Medical Proof the Covid Jab is “Murder”

It’s the 22nd November 2021 and this is the moment when the jabbing has to stop.

A couple of hours ago Darren Smith, the editor of the excellent The Light Paper, sent me a paper

from the medical journal Circulation which proves that the covid-19 jabbing experiment has to stop

today. I believe that any doctor or nurse who gives one of the mRNA covid jabs after today will in

due course be struck off the appropriate register and arrested.

The journal Circulation is a well-respected publication. It’s 71-years-old, its articles are peer

reviewed and in one survey it was rated the world’s no 1 journal in the cardiac and cardiovascular

system category.

I’m going to quote the �nal sentence of the abstract which appears at the beginning of the article.

This is all I, you – or anyone else – needs to know.

`We conclude that the mRNA vacs dramatically increase in�ammation on the endothelium and T cell

in�ltration of cardiac muscle and may account for the observations of increased thrombosis,

cardiomyopathy and other vascular events following vaccination.’

That’s it. That’s the death bell for the covid-19 mRNA jabs.

The endothelium is a layer of cells lining blood vessels and lymphatic vessels. T cells are a type of

white cell.

We always knew these jabs were experimental. My video in December 2020, just under a year ago,

warned about these speci�c risks. I read out a list of possible adverse events published of�cially by

the American Government.

But now we have the proof of the link.

The mRNA jab is, remember, known not to stop people catching covid. And it is known not to stop

people spreading it. I don’t believe anyone disputes these facts.
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And yet vast numbers of deaths and serious injuries have occurred among people who have been

jabbed. Look at the item entitled ‘Updated: how many are the vaccines killing? [1]’ on my websites.

Now we have the evidence to stop the jabbing programmes.

In the study quoted in Circulation, a total of 566 patients aged 28 to 97 were tested. They were

equally divided among men and women.

‘At the time of this report,’ says the author, ‘these changes persist for at least 2.5 months post

second dose of vaccine.’

At the very least, the use of these jabs must stop now. Immediately, until more long-term tests are

done.

If there were any journalists left in the mainstream media, this news would be lead item on all TV

and radio programmes and be on the front pages of all newspapers.

Thank heavens for free speech platforms such as BNT which enables me to bring you this news.

I’ve said for a year that this jab was an experiment – certain to kill and injure.

We’ve always known that to experiment on people without their full consent and understanding –

after disclosing all the risks and potential side effects – is a crime.

Now the evidence exists that must stop this experiment.

If the covid jab experiment continues after today then we know for absolute sure that this is not a

medical treatment, it is a cull.

Please share this video immediately with everyone you know.

Thank you.
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